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School Growth Planning Process
Cultural inclusion standards 
(Yukon First Nations ways of knowing and doing)
School Growth Plan Outline
8) Student achievement/Key indicators for success:
Appendix 1
 
School Growth Plan
 
The school develops a school growth plan for growth using theSpiral of Inquiry (Halbert, Kaser and Timperley, 2012) frameworkto inform the process.
Scanning: What's going on for our learners:    •   Using data from a variety of sources including the initial Class Review, teacher observations and evidence of         student learning, the team scans their learners.
Focusing: What will give us the greatest impact for student learning?    •   Examining the scanning data, the team highlights areas of possible focus in professional learning.    •   Begin by choosing one area of focus that will have the greatest impact on learners and learning.    •   Is the area of focus big enough?    •   Will it really make a difference?
Developing a Hunch: How are we contributing to the issue?    •   The team considers the ways in which we, as educators, may be contributing to the selected area of focus.    •   What are our biases?    •   Are there other factors which contribute?    •   What can we directly impact and change?
New Professional Learning: How and where can we learn more about what to do?    •   What are the resources that can further my learning in the area I have chosen to focus?    •   Books, research literature, professional learning networks and colleagues, Professional Development days are all         possible sources of new professional learning.
Taking Action: What will we do differently?    •   After the team develops the inquiry focus and considers new professional learning to help frame how to change         teaching to better meet the needs of learners.    •   This stage involves thoughtful planning and set up in the weeks before the Learning Round- what teaching and         learning practices are being explored or deepened?    •   A schedule is established for meetings and to consider how reflective practice will be incorporated.    •   Roles for the team members are established, ensuring that the Principal or Vice-Principal is involved in supporting         teacher professional growth.
Checking: Have we made enough of a difference?    •   By examining evidence of student learning, and examining the initial focus and baseline observations and data,         the teacher and the team, ask themselves: How have students improved? Has my teaching made (enough of) a         difference? Using the spiral of inquiry, do we need to revisit the focus? The new learning?
Appendix 2
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	TextField1: “Individual Learning Centre” has been translated into Southern Tutchone and is on signage on the main entrance into the school.  There are posters on the walls with FN language, a section of the wall in the big classroom is dedicated to all YFN languages and has traditional greetings in each language on display. We are in the process of getting   “Welcome” translated in all eight YFN languages, and then made into a border welcoming people to the ILC in the main entrance and hallways leading to main classroom. We are hoping to have the borders up in the 2020-2021 school year.The ILC is currently working via the KDFN MOA to support a part time Yukon First Nation language teacher at the ILC. The FN Integration Teacher, promotes students taking FN Language classes outside of the ILC with their FN when offered.  Continue to build relationships with KDFN lands and resource personal.
	TextField2: This year we have made tremendous gains - due to our ability to focus in these three key areas.  This success has come from our entire staff being engaged and responsible for creating and implementing the SGP.  Another 'victory' has been the way in which Teacher Learning Plans are each directly connected to our common school growth plan. Lastly, particularly with our second action plan (student outreach) we had a very effective way to track our work and then consider the impact by analyzing the data.  Lastly, it helped to have an outside facilitator to support and direct our 'scanning - focusing and development of our action plan'.  In terms of next steps, it will be important for us to link these adjustments to data surrounding attendance/course completion and ultimately academic development.   The staff would like to increase structure, goal setting initiatives and planning sessions to help students complete assignments weekly and courses on a regular bases throughout the school year. 
	TextField3: In the 2020 - 2021 school year, ILC Staff has noted that barriers facing our already 'at-risk' student population have been exasperated within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.  As indicated, baseline data (early in the year) indicated that we had a greater number of students attending infrequently and thus less likely to complete course work. 
	TextField4: Adjust programming (wellness and cultural) - provide outreach - tracking data.Ultimate target is improvements in regular attendance and increased rate of course completion.
	TextField5: Pending:Will Track from the 2020-2021 school year: Regular Attendance: The attendance initiative of calling students weekly, had a large impact on course completion and also graduation rates.  This is difficult data to collect however, 22/29 students who graduated were contacted on a regular basis to encourage regular attendance at the ILC.Course Completion Rate - During the school year of 2019-2020 there were 106 courses completed at the ILC (The school was virtual/closed after March 2020 which likely affected the numbers of completed courses).  During the 2020-2021 school year there were 194 courses completed.  There are many reasons that 88 more courses were completed (likely being open all school year and also having the extra staff member through Covid funding).Graduation Number: June of 2020 there were 17 students who graduated from the ILC.  June of 2021 there were 29 students who graduated. 



